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Notice of Meeting 

Adults and Health Select 
Committee

Date & time Place Contact Chief Executive 
Friday, 7 August 
2020 at 2.00 pm

Remote Ben Cullimore, Scrutiny 
Officer
Room 122, County Hall
Tel 0208 213 2782
ben.cullimore@surreycc.gov.uk

Joanna Killian

If you would like a copy of this agenda or the attached papers in 
another format, e.g. large print or braille, or another language, 
please either call 020 8541 9122, write to Democratic Services, 
Room 122, County Hall, Penrhyn Road, Kingston upon Thames, 
Surrey KT1 2DN, Minicom 020 8541 8914, fax 020 8541 9009, or 
email ben.cullimore@surreycc.gov.uk.

This meeting will be held in public. If you would like to attend and you 
have any special requirements, please contact Ben Cullimore, 
Scrutiny Officer on 0208 213 2782.

Elected Members:
Dr Bill Chapman (Vice-Chairman), Mrs Clare Curran, Mr Nick Darby (Vice-Chairman), Mr Bob 

Gardner, Mrs Angela Goodwin, Mr Jeff Harris, Mr Ernest Mallett MBE, Mr David Mansfield, Mrs 
Marsha Moseley, Mrs Tina Mountain, Mrs Bernie Muir (Chairman) and Mrs Fiona White

Independent Representatives:
Borough Councillor Vicki Macleod, Borough Councillor Darryl Ratiram and Borough Councillor 

Rachel Turner

TERMS OF REFERENCE

 Statutory health scrutiny
 Adult Social Care (including safeguarding)
 Health integration and devolution
 Review and scrutiny of all health services commissioned or delivered within Surrey
 Public Health
 Review delivery of the Health and Wellbeing Strategy
 Health and Wellbeing Board
 Future local delivery model and strategic commissioning

We’re on Twitter: 
@SCCdemocracy
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AGENDA

1 APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE AND SUBSTITUTIONS

To receive any apologies for absence and substitutions.

2 DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST

All Members present are required to declare, at this point in the meeting or 
as soon as possible thereafter:

I. Any disclosable pecuniary interests and / or

II. Other interests arising under the Code of Conduct in respect of any 
item(s) of business being considered at this meeting.

NOTES:

 Members are reminded that they must not participate in any item 
where they have a disclosable pecuniary interest

 As well as an interest of the Member, this includes any interest, of 
which the Member is aware, that relates to the Member’s spouse or 
civil partner (or any person with whom the Member is living as a 
spouse or civil partner)

 Members with a significant personal interest may participate in the 
discussion and vote on that matter unless that interest could be 
reasonably regarded as prejudicial

3 QUESTIONS AND PETITIONS

To receive any questions or petitions.

NOTES:

1. Due to the Covid-19 pandemic all questions and petitions received 
will be responded to in writing and will be contained within the 
minutes of the meeting.

2. The deadline for Members’ questions is 12:00pm four working days 
before the meeting (3 August 2020).

3. The deadline for public questions is seven days before the meeting 
(31 July 2020).

4. The deadline for petitions was 14 days before the meeting, and no 
petitions have been received.

4 CALL-IN: DECISION ON THE CHANGE OF ROUTE TO MARKET FOR 
TWO EXTRA CARE HOUSING SITES

The Select Committee has called in the decision relating to the change of 
route to market for two Extra Care Housing sites.

(Pages 5 
- 60)

5 DATE OF THE NEXT MEETING
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The next public meeting of the Adults and Health Select Committee will be 
held on 15 October 2020.

Joanna Killian
Chief Executive

Published: Thursday, 30 July 2020

MOBILE TECHNOLOGY AND FILMING – ACCEPTABLE USE

Those attending for the purpose of reporting on the meeting may use social media or mobile 
devices in silent mode to send electronic messages about the progress of the public parts of 
the meeting. To support this, County Hall has wifi available for visitors – please ask at reception 
for details.

Anyone is permitted to film, record or take photographs at council meetings with the 
Chairman’s consent. Please liaise with the council officer listed in the agenda prior to the start 
of the meeting so that the Chairman can grant permission and those attending the meeting can 
be made aware of any filming taking place.  

Use of mobile devices, including for the purpose of recording or filming a meeting, is subject to 
no interruptions, distractions or interference being caused to the PA or Induction Loop systems, 
or any general disturbance to proceedings. The Chairman may ask for mobile devices to be 
switched off in these circumstances.

It is requested that if you are not using your mobile device for any of the activities outlined 
above, it be switched off or placed in silent mode during the meeting to prevent interruptions 
and interference with PA and Induction Loop systems.

Thank you for your co-operation.

FIELD_TITLE
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ADULTS AND HEALTH SELECT COMMITTEE
7 AUGUST 2020
CALL-IN: DECISION ON THE CHANGE OF 
ROUTE TO MARKET FOR TWO EXTRA CARE 
HOUSING SITES

Purpose of report: The Select Committee has called in the Cabinet decision regarding the 
change of route to market for two Extra Care Housing sites

Introduction:

1. On 21 July 2020, Cabinet took the decision to make changes to the route to market for 
two Extra Care Housing sites at the former Brockhurst Care Home and former 
Pinehurst Resource Centre. These proposals were subject to pre-decision scrutiny by 
the Select Committee on 14 July 2020.

2. Following concerns raised, three members of the Select Committee decided to call-in 
the decision for reconsideration. The call-in form received by Democratic Services on 
28 July 2020 is attached as Annex 7.

Background

3. Decision text:

RESOLVED:

1. That the recommended approach (Option 1) for the delivery of Extra Care Housing 
at the former Brockhurst Care Home and former Pinehurst Resource Centre sites 
be approved. The approach recommended is to tender for a development and 
housing management strategic partner(s) for Extra Care Housing schemes on 
Council owned land on a design, build, finance and operate (DBFO) basis with up 
to a 125-year lease.

2. That grants approval to procure in order to enable a full tender process to identify 
an Extra Care Housing development and housing management strategic partner(s) 
for the former Brockhurst Care Home and former Pinehurst Resource Centre sites 
set out in this paper be approved.

3. Work to review the feasibility of further sites owned by the Council for the 
development of Extra Care Housing be approved.

Reasons for decisions

The development of Extra Care Housing on the two sites set out in this paper will 
represent a substantial contribution towards the Council’s strategic objective to expand 
affordable Extra Care Housing provision by 2030.
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The development of Extra Care Housing through this delivery model is in line with 
previous decisions made by Cabinet. In October 2019 Cabinet agreed to identify a 
strategic partner for the development and housing management of Extra Care Housing 
at the former Pond Meadow School site through a tender process.

This is consistent with our ASC vision for development of Extra Care Housing, which 
has been clearly communicated through market and stakeholder engagement.

Through developing Extra Care Housing via this delivery model, the Council will have 
evidence and experience with which to benchmark future developments against and 
make informed decisions regarding future sites and approaches.

The Council received positive feedback following its market engagement on the tender 
for Extra Care Housing at the former Pond Meadow School site. In their feedback, a 
number of providers sought clarification on whether further sites will be offered to the 
market through a tender.

A tender will be published in the Summer 2020 for an Extra Care Housing development 
and housing management strategic partner at the former Pond Meadow School site. 
This process will provide the Council with learning and a template to inform any future 
tenders for further Extra Care Housing schemes.

The financial case that underpins the recommended delivery model for these sites is 
set out in the Part 2 paper.

4. The following documents in relation to the decision made on 21 July 2020 are 
attached:

 Annex 1 – Part 1 report considered by Cabinet on 21 July 2020
 Annex 2 – Annex 1 to the Part 1 report considered by Cabinet on 21 July 2020 

(The Key Principles of Extra Care Housing)
 Annex 3 – Annex 2 to the Part 1 report considered by Cabinet on 21 July 2020 

(Equality Impact Assessment)
 Annex 4 – Part 2 report considered by Cabinet on 21 July 2020
 Annex 5 – Annex 1 to the Part 2 report considered by Cabinet on 21 July 2020 

(Extra Care Housing Financial Summary)
 Annex 6 – Report submitted by the Select Committee and Cabinet response
 Annex 7 – Call-in notice received by Democratic Services on 28 July 2020

The Call-In Process:

5. The Select Committee is asked to consider the above evidence alongside any 
evidence presented by witnesses at the call-in meeting in order to review the decision 
taken by Cabinet. 

6. The Select Committee is asked to consider whether it wishes to refer the decision back 
to Cabinet for reconsideration.

7. If the Select Committee decides to refer back to Cabinet, it must provide its reasons for 
doing so.
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Recommendations:

That the Select Committee reviews the Cabinet decision taken on 21 July 2020 and 
concludes whether it wishes to refer this back to Cabinet for reconsideration.

Next steps:

Should the Select Committee decide to support the decision of Cabinet, the decision will be 
implemented.

Should the Select Committee refer the decision back, it will need to be reconsidered by 
Cabinet, where a final decision will be adopted.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Report contact: Ben Cullimore, Scrutiny Officer
Contact details: 020 8213 2682, ben.cullimore@surreycc.gov.uk
Annexes:

 Annex 1 – Part 1 report considered by Cabinet on 21 July 2020
 Annex 2 – Annex 1 to the Part 1 report considered by Cabinet on 21 July 2020 (The 

Key Principles of Extra Care Housing)
 Annex 3 – Annex 2 to the Part 1 report considered by Cabinet on 21 July 2020 

(Equality Impact Assessment)
 Annex 4 – Part 2 report considered by Cabinet on 21 July 2020
 Annex 5 – Annex 1 to the Part 2 report considered by Cabinet on 21 July 2020 (Extra 

Care Housing Financial Summary)
 Annex 6 – Report submitted by the Select Committee and Cabinet response
 Annex 7 – Call-in notice received by Democratic Services on 28 July 2020
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ANNEX 1

SURREY COUNTY COUNCIL 

CABINET 

DATE: 21 July 2020

REPORT OF: MRS SINEAD MOONEY, CABINET MEMBER FOR ADULTS 
& PUBLIC HEALTH

LEAD OFFICER: SIMON WHITE, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR FOR ADULT 
SOCIAL CARE

SUBJECT: DECISION ON THE CHANGE OF ROUTE TO MARKET FOR 
TWO EXTRA CARE HOUSING SITES 

 
SUMMARY OF ISSUE:

A paper was presented to Cabinet in July 2019 setting out Adult Social Care’s (ASC) 
Accommodation with Care and Support Strategy for delivering Extra Care Housing for older 
persons and Independent Living schemes for adults with a learning disability and/or autism1.

This paper sets out Surrey County Council’s (“the Council”) necessary and recommended 
change of delivery approach for two Council owned sites; the former Pinehurst Resource 
Centre (Camberley) and the former Brockhurst Care Home (Ottershaw). Both sites have 
already been allocated for Extra Care Housing.

In October 2019, Cabinet decided that the Surrey County Council joint venture with Places 
for People would be the delivery route of choice. However, as a result of subsequent delays 
in delivery by the joint venture, coupled with a pressing need for Extra Care Housing 
accommodation to come online, an alternative delivery route needs to be agreed as a matter 
of some urgency.  

These sites will be integral in supporting the Council’s strategy to deliver accommodation 
with care and support by 2030 and enable people to access the right health and social care 
at the right time in the right place, with appropriate housing for residents that helps them to 
remain independent, achieve their potential and ensures nobody is left behind. 

RECOMMENDATIONS:

It is recommended that Cabinet:

1. Agrees the recommended approach (Option 1) for the delivery of Extra Care 
Housing at the former Brockhurst Care Home and former Pinehurst Resource 
Centre sites. The approach recommended is to tender for a development and 
housing management strategic partner(s) for Extra Care Housing schemes on 
Council owned land on a design, build, finance and operate (DBFO) basis with up 
to a 125 year lease. 

1 
https://mycouncil.surreycc.gov.uk/documents/s57815/16.%20Accommodation%20with%20Care%20support%
20Cabinet%20report%20July%202019.pdf
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2. Grants approval to procure in order to enable a full tender process to identify an 
Extra Care Housing development and housing management strategic partner(s) 
for the former Brockhurst Care Home and former Pinehurst Resource Centre 
sites set out in this paper. 

3. Agrees that work continues to review the feasibility of further sites owned by the 
Council for the development of Extra Care Housing.

REASON FOR RECOMMENDATION FOR APPROVAL TO PROCURE:

The development of Extra Care Housing on the two sites set out in this paper will represent 
a substantial contribution towards the Council’s strategic objective to expand affordable 
Extra Care Housing provision by 2030. 

The development of Extra Care Housing through this delivery model is in line with previous 
decisions made by Cabinet. In October 2019 Cabinet agreed to identify a strategic partner 
for the development and housing management of Extra Care Housing at the former Pond 
Meadow School site through a tender process.

This is consistent with our ASC vision for development of Extra Care Housing, which has 
been clearly communicated through market and stakeholder engagement.

Through developing Extra Care Housing via this delivery model, the Council will have 
evidence and experience with which to benchmark future developments against and make 
informed decisions regarding future sites and approaches.

The Council received positive feedback following its market engagement on the tender for 
Extra Care Housing at the former Pond Meadow School site. In their feedback, a number of 
providers sought clarification on whether further sites will be offered to the market through a 
tender.

A tender will be published in the Summer 2020 for an Extra Care Housing development and 
housing management strategic partner at the former Pond Meadow School site. This 
process will provide the Council with learning and a template to inform any future tenders for 
further Extra Care Housing schemes.

The financial case that underpins the recommended delivery model for these sites is set out 
in the Part 2 paper.

DETAILS:

Background on the two sites 

1. The two sites owned by the Council and agreed to be used for Extra Care Housing 
developments are as follows:

 Former Brockhurst Care Home, Brox Road, Ottershaw, Runnymede
 Former Pinehurst Resource Centre, Camberley, Surrey Heath 

2. ASC’s Accommodation with Care and Support Strategy agreed by Cabinet in July 
2019 set out the ambition to develop an additional 725 affordable units of Extra Care 
Housing in Surrey by 2028.  
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ANNEX 1

3. The Cabinet paper in October 2019 recommended that the delivery model for these 
two sites was through a Joint Venture. Due to a delay in delivery and a pressing need 
for Extra Care Housing accommodation an alternative delivery route now needs to be 
agreed.

Key assumptions for Extra Care Housing developments

4. Extra Care Housing must be an enabling and accessible environment which makes 
independent living possible for older people with a spectrum of care needs, including 
those with dementia and other cognitive impairments.  Its design and nature should 
mean that it is a ‘Home for Life’, in most cases, people should be able to maintain 
their tenancies and live comfortably and with dignity without needing to go into 
residential and nursing care homes when their care needs increase. The key 
principles of Extra Care Housing can be found in Annex 1.

5. Initial feasibility sketches based on planning feedback and a review of the local area 
shows that these sites could provide circa 120 affordable Extra Care Housing units 
depending upon design and planning permission. These sites will deliver circa 16% 
of the Council’s strategic ambition for Extra Care Housing developments. 

6. To meet the Council’s definition of affordability, rents and service charges must be 
set at levels within Local Housing Allowance for Extra Care Housing agreed with the 
Strategic Housing Authority. Extra Care Housing attracts a higher Local Housing 
Allowance, due to the communal areas, than would be provided for general needs 
housing.

7. The Council will have nomination rights for all units. This will enable the Council to 
place people in affordable units who have eligible social care needs and to maintain 
an appropriate level of needs in each scheme which is essential. 

8. National evidence and learning from Extra Care Housing schemes already used by 
the Council demonstrate the importance of maintaining an appropriate level of needs. 
The Council intend to operate a waiting list system to ensure appropriate nominations 
and care mix can be achieved and maintained through the life of the schemes. This 
will be essential to mitigate the risk of voids.

9. The Council’s focus is on developing Extra Care Housing schemes that deliver 
affordable units for individuals with eligible ASC needs that the Council is required to 
support.  As such, the Council’s default approach is to develop 100% affordable 
schemes whereby the Council has nomination rights for all of the units.  An 
alternative tenure model would only be considered for a site if development of a 
100% affordable scheme on the site was not a realistic option.

10. A separate procurement process will be conducted for the onsite care provider. The 
intention will be to seek Cabinet approval for the tender of the care provider through 
agreeing the relevant year’s Annual Procurement Forward Plan.

OPTIONS CONSIDERED FOR THE DELIVERY OF EXTRA CARE HOUSING ON THE 
TWO PROPOSED SITES

OPTION 1 – RECOMMENDED APPROACH 
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ANNEX 1

Tender for a development and housing management strategic partner(s) for Extra Care 
Housing schemes on Council owned land on a design, build, finance and operate (DBFO) 
basis with up to a 125 year lease

The strengths for taking this option are as follows:

i. There is less financial risk to the Council because there will be no capital 
requirement or a much smaller requirement for capital funding and the 
Council would not have to manage the financial risks associated with ongoing 
operation of the site. Any requirement for capital funding, as set out in Part 2 
of this paper, will be to bridge the financial gap to ensure viability of the 
schemes and maintain the level of rental charge within Local Housing 
Allowance for Extra Care Housing for residents.

ii. The Council will be able to procure a development and housing management 
strategic partner(s) who has a track record of delivering Extra Care Housing. 
In addition to this, the marketplace for registered providers with a history of 
delivering Extra Care Housing has grown significantly in the last few years.

iii. Registered providers of Extra Care Housing are able to access Homes 
England grant funding, which will support the viability of their proposed 
schemes. 

iv. This Summer (2020) the Council will complete a tender exercise to identify a 
development and housing management strategic partner(s) of Extra Care 
Housing at the former Pond Meadow School site. This process will provide 
the Council with learning to inform any future tenders for further Extra Care 
Housing schemes.

v. Market engagement was conducted for the former Pond Meadow School site 
to confirm interest and the market’s capability and willingness to submit 
applications to tender in the current Covid-19 environment. Positive feedback 
was received from the market indicating a willingness to work with the Council 
for this tender. In addition, there was interest from providers on whether future 
sites will be offered to the market through a similar tender. 

vi. This development opportunity will support the recovery from the Covid-19 
crisis by stimulating both the local and national economy. All providers in the 
Extra Care Housing market will be given an opportunity to submit applications 
to this tender. The successful provider(s) will develop and deliver the housing 
management function at these schemes and realise economic and social 
benefits.

The challenges and limitations for this option are as follows:

i. By releasing control of the land on a leasehold basis for up to 125 years, the 
Council will not be able to readily repurpose the sites if the preferred model of 
care changes or the demand for this model reduces. The Council expects to 
structure the lease agreement to retain greater influence over the use of the 
sites throughout the contract and term of the lease.
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ii. As set out in the October 2019 Cabinet report, it is estimated that it will take 
approximately a year to conduct the full tender process and finalise the details 
of the lease with the successful provider(s). As a result, it will take between 6 
and 9 months longer to deliver a functioning Extra Care Housing scheme than 
the alternative delivery method (discussed below, Option 2).

iii. This option is currently untested by the Council, but a tender is due for 
publication for an Extra Care Housing scheme (at the former Pond Meadow 
school site) on a DBFO basis this Summer. Learning from this tender process 
can be used in the preparation of any future tenders for Extra Care Housing 
schemes. In addition, shared learning and best practice has been acquired 
from other local authorities that have successfully tendered for Extra Care 
Housing.

OPTION 2 – CONSIDERED BUT NOT THE RECOMMENDED OPTION FOR THESE 
SITES

The Council to directly develop and fund the development of Extra Care Housing at these 
sites

Recognised strengths of this approach are as follows:

i. The Council would finance the design and build through its Capital 
Programme and the Council has already allocated pipeline funding for the 
delivery of Extra Care Housing in Surrey. In the future, this would allow the 
Council to add value to its existing property portfolio. This option would 
ensure the Council could, if necessary, more easily repurpose the type of 
provision and the tenure options at the sites.

ii. The Council could commission a multi-disciplinary design team with a proven 
track record in delivering Extra Care Housing, to design the schemes and 
procure a building contractor to develop the scheme on the Council’s behalf. 

The challenges for this option are as follows:

i. Homes England grant funding is only available to registered providers of 
specialist accommodation. Currently the Council is not seeking to become a 
registered provider. This means that the Council would not be able to access 
this grant funding (circa £85k per unit), which would require the Council to 
fund the entirety of the schemes to ensure their viability.

ii. There is greater financial risk to the Council. These two schemes would 
require substantial capital investment and the Council would have to manage 
the ongoing financial risks over the life of the schemes. 

Financial analysis for the two options is set out in the Part 2 paper.

CONSULTATION:

11. The consultation for this report builds on the previous discussions that have occurred 
during the lifespan of this programme, as outlined in the July 2019 Cabinet report. 
Consultation has previously been undertaken with Districts and Borough Councils. 
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There have been meetings with ward councillors and senior officers in planning and 
housing departments in each of the District and Borough Councils where these sites 
are located. These meetings were chaired by the Cabinet Member for Adults and 
Public Health with support from the ASC Assistant Director for Commissioning and 
Transformation.

12. In these meetings the Council shared the proposed use for the sites with colleagues 
in the District and Borough Councils. This provided the District and Borough Councils 
with an opportunity to share any feedback or raise any considerations that they may 
have on planning or development at this early stage.

13. These meetings were positive and members from the local councils gave their 
support for these sites to be used to increase Extra Care Housing capacity in Surrey. 
We agreed to work closely in partnership as the plans develop and will endeavour to 
deliver a solution that is beneficial to residents, the Council and the District and 
Borough Councils.

14. Partners in the District and Borough Councils have been informed of the new delivery 
model for Extra Care Housing at these sites prior to the publishing of this report.

15. Through market engagement on the upcoming tender for Extra Care Housing at the 
former Pond Meadow School site, the Council acquired feedback on the market’s 
ability to respond to the tender during the Covid-19 crisis. The market feedback for 
this opportunity was positive, with providers indicating an ability and willingness to 
submit applications. 

16. This market intelligence provides the Council with a degree of confidence that a 
tender on these two sites will receive positive responses from providers of Extra Care 
Housing. By offering this opportunity to the market, the Council will support the 
economic recovery both locally and nationally to the Covid-19 crisis.

RISK MANAGEMENT AND IMPLICATIONS:

17. There is a risk that there may not be sufficient interest from the market to develop the 
schemes on the basis that the Council proposes.  The Council has however 
undertaken extensive market engagement and the indications are that there are 
prospective bidders who see the Council’s DBFO approach as an attractive 
proposition.  

18. There is a risk that once these sites have been launched the Council is unable to 
identify ASC funded residents for all of the affordable units.  Void units would 
diminish the savings realised for ASC in Extra Care Housing compared to alternative 
forms of care, which would mean the Council would not be making best use of the 
land.  To mitigate against this risk, ASC will seek to identify individuals suitable for 
Extra Care Housing a year in advance of their completion. This will provide adequate 
time to work with our own ASC operational teams, the future residents, their families, 
friends and carers to prepare them for occupying the flats once they are available. 
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19. A full marketing strategy will be implemented to promote interest in the schemes and 
provide a waiting list of suitable residents. This marketing requirement is included in 
the budget for the Accommodation with Care and Support Strategy.

20. Once the schemes are operational, ASC will continue to operate a nominations panel 
with District and Borough Council colleagues to ensure any vacancies are filled as 
quickly as possible and an appropriate level of needs are maintained across the 
schemes.

21. There is a risk that the properties might not be developed to the required quality, 
standard and specification for Extra Care Housing. This will impact the Council’s 
ability to achieve its desired outcomes for residents. To mitigate this risk, we will 
contract a development and housing management strategic partner(s) with a strong 
track record in delivering Extra Care Housing. 

22. We will work with our development partner(s) to ensure the designs are aligned with 
the ASC Extra Care Housing Design Brief and recognised building and design 
standards, such as the Housing our Ageing Population Panel for Innovation (HAPPI) 
principles.

FINANCIAL AND VALUE FOR MONEY IMPLICATIONS 

23. As set out in the Accommodation with Care and Support Strategy presented to 
Cabinet in July 2019, the development of Extra Care Housing is expected to deliver 
financial savings compared to alternative forms of care for two main reasons:

i. The design and nature of Extra Care Housing settings means that in most cases 
this will be their home for life and avoid the need to go into residential and 
nursing care homes when their care needs increase.  Some admissions into 
more expensive residential and nursing homes will therefore be avoided.  It is 
estimated that the development of these two sites will avoid the need to 
commission circa 35 residential care beds and 4 nursing beds per annum.

ii. The cost of providing care in people’s own homes is typically cheaper in Extra 
Care Housing schemes compared to normal residences, due to a combination of 
the avoidance of travel costs for care providers, economies of scale that enable 
improved rota management by care providers and the average number of hours 
of care typically being lower for people in these schemes.

24. Modelling based on the planned usage of the new affordable Extra Care Housing 
units indicates that the Council should achieve efficiencies of £4,600 per unit per year 
compared to traditional alternative forms of care.  The development of the two sites 
proposed in this paper is expected to generate total care package efficiencies of circa 
£513k per year. More detailed financial modelling is set out in Part 2 of this paper.

25. Beyond the direct efficiencies to the Council it is also important to recognise the 
wider financial benefits to the health and social care system. Evidence indicates that 
well managed Extra Care Housing schemes will typically result in fewer people 
requiring admission to hospital.  This reduces pressure on the health care system as 
well as avoiding the higher levels of social care expenditure typically required 
following hospital discharge, as well as of course being better for people’s wellbeing 
and independence.
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26. By the Council clearly outlining its requirements in the design and build for these 
schemes, there is an opportunity to ensure that the design principles include the 
Council’s Green agenda as well as using a range of renewable energy options to 
help reduce future utilities costs

27. Through working closely with the Council’s strategic partner(s), good design and 
development methodology will be used. Contract management measures will be 
implemented to ensure good design principles that will result in lower future building 
maintenance costs.

SECTION 151 OFFICER COMMENTARY 

28. Although significant progress has been made over the last twelve months to improve 
the Council’s financial position, the medium-term financial outlook is uncertain. The 
public health crisis has resulted in increased costs which are not fully funded in the 
current year. With uncertainty about the ongoing impact of this and no clarity on the 
extent to which both central and local funding sources might be affected from next 
year onward, our working assumption is that financial resources will continue to be 
constrained, as they have been for the majority of the past decade. This places an 
onus on the Council to continue to consider issues of financial sustainability as a 
priority in order to ensure stable provision of services in the medium term. 

 
29. In this context, the Section 151 Officer recognises the development of Extra Care 

Housing will be important to expand accommodation provision in the community to 
help older people maintain their independence that is more cost effective than 
traditional alternative forms of care.  Plans to expand the provision of affordable Extra 
Care Housing for older people were factored into the Medium Term Financial 
Strategy based on the proposals to develop the three sites approved by Cabinet in 
October 2019.  If Cabinet approves the alternative delivery approach for the two sites 
recommended in this paper, then the Medium Term Financial Strategy will be 
updated with any changes to the timing and expected financial impact of the 
developments.

30. If Cabinet approves the change in the delivery approach for the development of Extra 
Care Housing schemes on the two sites, it will be important to ensure the Council 
works collaboratively and swiftly with the relevant district and borough councils to 
finalise nomination agreements for the affordable units.  As work progresses towards 
completion it will then be essential that individuals are identified who are suitable to 
move into the affordable units as close to the sites becoming operational as possible.  
Once the new schemes are operational, it will be important to track the costs of care 
provision across the affordable units and compare this to the modelled expenditure 
for affordable Extra Care Housing so that this learning can be built into the proposed 
development of any further Extra Care Housing schemes.

LEGAL IMPLICATIONS – MONITORING OFFICER

31. The Council as the owner of the land which it is seeking to develop for Extra Care 
Housing may dispose of, or develop, any land it owns.  Existing rights and interests 
of the Council in land it owns are not affected by the Public Contracts Regulations 
2015. This is because Regulation 10 (1) (a) exempts such transactions. 

32. At this stage Cabinet has yet to decide what it wants to do with the land as per the 
two options set out in this paper. If the recommended option is chosen, whereby the 
grant of a lease is required, the Council would need to show that it had obtained best 
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value. This is a legal requirement under Section 123 of the Local Government Act 
1972. To show best value has been obtained the Council may need to show that it 
had taken specialist (external) advice that that the disposal by way of a lease  
represented best value.  Under Section 123(2) of the Local Government Act 1972 the 
Secretary of State’s consent would be required before the Council could dispose of 
land by way of a lease at less than best value.

EQUALITIES AND DIVERSITY

33. An initial Equality Impact Assessment (EIA) is included as Annex 2, examining areas 
of consideration for any implementation of the Accommodation with Care and 
Support Strategy. Identified impacts at this stage centre on improved resident 
experience and outcomes, more people remaining independent within their own 
homes for longer and further consideration needed of people's natural communities, 
recognising that communities do not necessarily fit with statutory boundaries.

SAFEGUARDING RESPONSIBILITIES FOR VULNERABLE CHILDREN AND ADULTS 
IMPLICATIONS

34. Improving the accommodation options available for people with care and support 
needs could have a positive impact in terms of safeguarding, ensuring that 
vulnerable adults can live within safe, secure environments with appropriate care and 
support services designed around them.

ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY IMPLICATIONS

35. In line with the Council’s Climate Change Strategy and Government’ Future Homes 
Standard, the Council will work with the development and housing management 
strategic partner(s) to ensure that design principles and build provide, at minimum, a 
31% CO2 reduction when compared to current building regulations. 

36. Providers will be asked to take the following approach when producing methodology 
on how they will reduce CO2:

a. Be Lean – Fabric first
b. Be Clean – Efficient energy supply
c. Be Green – Low Zero Carbon/Renewables

37. Any potential development and housing management strategic partner(s) will have to 
outline within in their bid submission on how they will achieve a reduction in CO2 
emissions through design and building operations. This will be built into the method 
statement questions and weighting criteria in the tender evaluation.

 
PUBLIC HEALTH IMPLICATIONS

38. Accommodation with Care and Support can positively impact on public health 
outcomes, including reductions in social isolation and/or loneliness; improved 
nutrition and hydration; increased wellbeing for residents participating in activities, 
such as exercise classes, and minimising the ill effects of fuel poverty and/or 
seasonal health risks.

WHAT HAPPENS NEXT:

39. If Cabinet approve the recommendations in this paper we will:
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i. Begin preparations to go out to market for a development and housing 
management strategic partner(s) for these sites including market and stakeholder 
engagement and publication of an Official Journal of the European Union 
compliant tender.

ii. Continue to review the suitability of all sites owned by the Council for 
development of Extra Care Housing as part of the Council’s Asset and Place 
Strategy. 

iii. Continue to review the feasibility of further sites owned by the Council for 
development of Extra Care Housing.  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Contact Officer:

Simon Montgomery, Programme Manager, Contact Number: 07814 768211

Annexes:

Annex 1 - The key principles of Extra Care Housing

Annex 2 – Equality impact assessment

Part 2 report

Sources/background papers:

Adult Social Care Accommodation with Care and Support Strategy for Extra Care Housing 
for Older People and Independent Living Schemes for adults with a learning disability and/or 
autism https://mycouncil.surreycc.gov.uk/ieListDocuments.aspx?CId=120&MId=6328&Ver=4

Decision on the route to market for the three identified extra care sites 
https://mycouncil.surreycc.gov.uk/documents/s63940/08.%20Extra%20Care%20Cabinet%2
0Report%20Oct%2019%20Part%201.pdf 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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ANNEX 1 – THE KEY PRINCIPLES OF EXTRA CARE HOUSING

Extra Care Housing should:

• Enable people to remain in place

• Help people to self –care and promote independent living

• Be a base for day time activities and community based therapy

• Be domestic in nature and not resemble institutional environments like residential care homes, while being sympathetic to the
architectural vernacular of its local area

• Provide a level of on-site support and care by staff which can scale to changing needs.

The following features are common to any Extra Care Housing setting:

• Independently accessed (and metered) apartments or other dwellings

• A range of on-site communal facilities typically paid for by an additional service charge, which can be accommodated within locally 
agreed housing benefit levels

• Care and support required by the residents is provided by a separately registered domiciliary care agency registered by the Care Quality 
Commission (often based on site) and bought in by residents on an ‘as needed’ basis.

• A focus on accessibility and design quality principles 

• Located in a sustainable location, close to the community and local amenities, e.g. shops, doctors, transport links.

• Technological infrastructure which helps people to maintain their independence, and which can be linked to assistive technology where 
needed

ANNEX 2
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Equality Impact  

Assessment (EIA) 
 

1. Topic of assessment  

EIA title Accommodation with Care and Support Strategy 

 

EIA author Simon Montgomery – Programme Manager 

 

2. Approval  
 Name Date approved 

Approved by Simon White 24.06.2019 

 

3. Quality control 

Version number  V0.1 EIA completed  

Date saved 24.06.19 EIA published  

 

4. EIA team 
Name Job title 

 
Organisation Team role 

 

Simon Montgomery Programme Manager Surrey County Council Programme Manager 

Jonathan Lillistone 
Assistant Director 
ASC Commissioning 

Surrey County Council 
Accountable 

Executive 
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5. Explaining the matter being assessed  
What policy, 

function or 

service is being 

introduced or 

reviewed?  

Surrey County Council (SCC) has set out a clear vision for Accommodation 
with Care and Support that seeks to reshape adult social care’s 
accommodation options for older people, people with learning disabilities 
and mental health. The vision outlines the need to develop accommodation 
choices that meet residents’ health and wellbeing needs and supports them 
to live as independently as possible as part of their local community. 
 
The council has a responsibility to meet the needs of people eligible for 

care, to support both them and their careers, and to fund care for those 

people with needs who meet financial eligibility criteria.  

The Accommodation with Care and Support programme is the vehicle for 

developing local partnerships and identifying opportunities to create a range 

of flexible and financially self –sustaining accommodation with care and 

support that will enable adults to live and age well in Surrey.  

Older People 

The predicted trend for accommodation needs shows a declining demand 

for ‘traditional’ residential care for frail, elderly people with the focus of 

residential services being predominately on people living with dementia 

and/or other complex needs If SCC were to continue to deliver ‘traditional’ 

residential care as it has historically, by 2030 the number of residents aged 

over 65 who will be living in a care home is predicted to increase by 47% as 

a direct result of people living longer with more complex needs.  

There is a growing popularity for extra care type accommodation, which is 

known to provide better outcomes for older people compared with 

residential care homes and is a more sustainable option for SCC.  

Individuals living in an extra care setting have a greater sense of 

independence and the ability to live much more flexibly and privately, yet 

with the knowledge that care and support is on their doorstep.  

There is a need for new models of accommodation that appropriately meet 

care needs, encourage independence and are financially sustainable. The 

programme aims to achieve this through developing increased extra care 

type provision.  

People with Learning Disability 

SCC currently funds 1,075 people with a learning disability and/or autism in 

residential care and spends £84m per year.  Benchmarking undertaken 

shows that SCC is a very significant outlier both in terms of the total amount 

spent on supporting people with learning disabilities and/or autism and the 

proportion spent on supporting people in residential care. Our strategic 

ambition is to reduce the number of people with a learning disability and/or 

autism in residential care by 40-50% over the next 5 years by expanding the 

development of new independent living provision. 

Nationally there is a drive to move away from high cost ‘one size fits all’ 

residential placements, towards independent living facilities that offer 

increased choice and control. Independent living is personalised and results 
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in only paying for the care and support actually needed, with increased 

potential to access existing community supported offered within the county.  

Where possible this EIA will outline the potential impacts that the strategy / 

proposals could have on current users on accommodation based services; 

those who may choose or require a form of accommodation with care and 

support as their preferred option in the future; and families, carers and other 

associated stakeholders. Where potential impacts are identified, this EIA will 

seek and propose ways of enhancing them (positive impacts) or mitigating 

those (negative impacts) as far as possible. This EIA is important in 

ensuring all stakeholders have had their views considered and will inform 

local commissioning arrangements  

What proposals 

are you 

assessing?  

Older People 

The proposals are to provide circa an additional 725 affordable extra care 

units by 2028. This will be achieved through commissioning units and 

stimulating the extra care accommodation market.  

For the residential market, this will be achieved through the setting up of a 

framework for nursing and residential care beds, jointly with health to 

establish a financially viable, sustainable solution for residential and nursing 

care.  

People with Learning Disability 

For people with a learning disability and/or autism, the aim is to work with 

the market to sustainably deliver accommodation which is integrated into 

local communities, person centred, flexible and improves and maintains 

independence.  

The objectives are to:  

• Transition circa 550 people that are currently in residential care and 
who are likely to be most suitable to move to alternative independent 
living. 

• Reduce the number of people with a learning disability and/or autism 
in residential care by 40-50% over the next 5 years by expanding the 
development of new independent living provision. 

• Aim to support all new cases (circa 90 a year) that transition from 
services funded by Childrens, Families, Learning and Culture in an 
independent living setting.  

Who is affected 

by the proposals 

outlined above? 

The people who may be affected by proposals emerging from the 

Accommodation with Care and Support Strategy are: 

• Current residents of accommodation with care and support 

• Older people 

• Families and friends 

• Carers 

• Clinical Commissioning Groups 

• Adult Social Care Locality Teams 

• Borough and District Housing Departments 

• Landlords and providers of existing schemes and services 

• Providers SCC commission 
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• Care providers 

• SCC workforce  
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6. Sources of information  
 

Engagement carried out  

There has been comprehensive and ongoing engagement with existing users of 

accommodation with care and support, potential future users, carers, stakeholders, Clinical 

Commissioning Groups, Borough and District Partners - specifically housing and planning 

departments.  

Wide scale engagement with providers of both extra care and residential nursing care has been 

undertaken with positive feedback at this stage.   

SCC staff have also been heavily engaged with regarding this process specifically locality 

teams, hospital teams, SCDC’s and officers from procurement, legal, finance, property services 

and Adult Social Care.  

SCC have worked closely with health partners to thoroughly understand the demand for 

supported living across the county, collectively engaging with providers and service users. 

 Data used 

• Improving Housing with Care Choices for Older People: An Evaluation of Extra Care 
Housing’ – Netten, Darton, Baumker & Callaghan, 2011 

• Various Housing LIN (Learning & Innovation Network) Bulletins 

• Chestnut Court & Anvil Court Evaluation Report (2014 & 2015) 
• Individual Resident Feedback Forms 

• Group Consultation with Extra Care Residents (various schemes – 2012) 
• Surrey CC - Extra Care Pathway Comparison Report 2015 

• Surrey County Council Corporate Strategy 2015-2020 

• The Future Direction of Extra Care Provision in the South East Region – Housing LIN, 
March 2011 

• Accommodation with Care & Support Demographic Profiles covering each of the 6 NHS 
Clinical Commissioning Groups 

• Updated data from Business Intelligence September 2018 to validate the 
commissioning statements 

• Data from PLD commissioning August 2018 regarding demand and supply 
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Protected 

characteristic 

Potential Positive 

Impacts 
Potential Negative 

Impacts 

Evidence 

Age  

1. Resident will 
have increased 
choice with 
more 
accommodation 
options 
available to 
meet their care 
needs. 

2. Flexible care 
that can adapt 
to individual 
needs, enabling 
them to remain 
in extra care 
housing as they 
age and their 
care needs 
change. 

3. Accommodation 
that offers 
longevity with 
purpose built 
buildings that 
are fit for the 
future. 

4. Evidence 
suggests 
residents in 
extra care type 
accommodation 
have better 
experiences and 
outcomes than 

1. Individuals and 
their families 
may experience 
uncertainty and 
anxiety with 
potential 
changes to the 
current service 
they receive 

2. Consideration 
of resident’s 
natural 
communities 
will need to be 
recognised, 
especially as 
these can cross 
over 
political/health 
boundaries. 

3. People may 
feel isolated 
living 
independently 
in extra care 
housing  

4. People may 
experience 
some disruption 
during any 
redevelopment 
and building 
work to expand 
the provision of 

• Chestnet Court and Anvil Court Evaluation Report (2014 & 2015) 

• Surrey CC - Extra Care Pathway Comparison Report 2015 

• Housing LIN: Improving housing with care choices for older people – 
an evaluation of extra care housing. 
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in residential 
care settings. 

5. Individual with 
more complex 
needs will be 
able to access 
more bespoke 
support locally. 

6. Individuals will 
be able to live 
with appropriate 
care and 
support near 
their families 
and friends, 
continuing as 
part of their 
community in 
Surrey. Thus 
avoiding the risk 
of social 
isolation 

7. Individuals will 
receive high 
quality care and 
support, in an 
integrated way 
between health 
and social care. 

8. Preventative 
approach, 
reducing risk of 
being admitted 
to hospital, or 
needing to stay 
longer than 
necessary. 

extra care 
services  

5. The shift 
towards 
community 
based provision 
may mean a 
decline in 
residential 
provision and 
consequently 
less choice for 
those 
individuals who 
want and need 
to be in a 
residential 
setting unless 
there needs are 
more complex 
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Disability 

9. People with 
learning 
disabilities who 
are currently in 
residential care, 
but for whom  
Supported 
Living is 
considered a 
viable option 
during their 
reassessment 
process, will 
have the 
opportunity to 
live more 
independently, 
with support 
from family, 
friends and their 
community 
network  

 

6. It will be more 
difficult for 
people with 
some particular 
disabilities to 
access 
community 
networks and 
appropriate 
supported living 
as their 
disabilities are 
less well 
understood and 
are more 
challenging to 
support.  

7. Individuals and 
their families 
may experience 
uncertainty and 
anxiety with 
strategic shift. 

8. It may be 
challenging for 
staff to have 
difficult 
conversations 
with service 
users and their 
families who 
may have a 
certain level of 
expectation 
and anxiety 
around their 
transition 
accommodation 
arrangements 
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Gender 

reassignment 

10. Accommodation 
with care and 
support options 
strive towards 
increased 
independence in 
which people 
will be 
empowered to 
shape their own 
lives. This 
approach will 
enable people 
who wish to do 
so, to access 
support from 
their friends, 
family and 
community 
which reflect 
their culture, 
race, lifestyle 
and personal 
choices. 

9. There is limited 
specialist 
community 
provision for 
gender 
reassignment.   

 

Pregnancy and 

maternity 11. As above 

10. Planned or 
actual changes 
in service 
provision for 
people who use 
services, who 
are pregnant or 
have a young 
child, may 
cause anxiety 
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1  POPPI/PANSI 2011 
2  AIS 01 2016 

Race 12. As above 

13. There are 
relatively small 
concentrations 
of people of 
particular races 
in Surrey.  This 
makes it more 
difficult to reach 
the critical 
mass needed 
to provide a 
range of 
community 
support 
networks. 

In the 2011 census, the proportion of the Surrey population who do not 

describe themselves as white was 8.6%.  This proportion is currently 

concentrated amongst those below the age of 651. 

 

  

White 

Mixed/ 

multiple 

ethnic 

group 

Asian/ 

Asian 

British 

Black/ 

African/ 

Caribbean/ 

Black 

British 

Other 

Ethnic 

Group 

18-64 620,578 10,472 44,546 9,163 6,529 

18-65 as % 89.77% 1.51% 6.44% 1.33% 0.94% 

65+ 189,260 676 3,532 437 561 

65+ as % 97.32% 0.35% 1.82% 0.22% 0.29% 

      

 

 

Open ASC cases as at Jan 20162 
 

Arab 4 

Asian / Asian British 506 

Black / Black British 200 

Chinese 47 

Mixed 169 
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3  AIS 01 2016 

Other 217 

Unknown / Not Recorded / Information 

Refused 800 

White British 20626 

White Other 976 

 
23545 

 

 

Religion and 

belief 14. As above 

 Open ASC cases as at Jan 20163   

Christian (all types) 16,280 

Other 1,391 

Declined 1,847 

Non-religious 4,028 

  23,545 

 

Break down by over 65 population? 

Sex 15. As above   

Sexual 

orientation 16. As above 
  

Marriage and 

civil 

partnerships 
17. As above 

 According to census data from 2011 there are 482,257 people in Surrey 

who are married or in a civil partnership 1,602 of whom are in same-sex 

civil partnerships 
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4  Surreyi (Jan 2014) Census 2011 
5  JSNA Chapter: Carers 

Carers 

(protected by 

association) 

18. Extra care 
provides a 
collaborative 
setting in which 
family, partners 
or friends, who 
are providing 
unpaid care, 
can get the 
added support 
needed 
particularly as 
an individual’s 
care needs 
increase. This is 
without having 
to remove an 
individual from 
established 
community and 
networks that 
already support. 

19. Carers may feel 
care they’re 
providing is no 
longer needed 

In Surrey, 10% of Surrey residents were providing unpaid care.  Of these, 

2% provided more than 50 hours unpaid care per week4 

There are 188,433 carers in Surrey who look after family, partners or friends 

in need of help because they are ill, frail or disabled - the care they provide 

is unpaid 

In Surrey, in the first two quarters of 2015/16, there were 23,496 carers 

getting some form of information advice or support from social care through 

services commissioned from the voluntary sector. 

This compares to over 29,000 people caring for more than 20 hours a week 

of whom over 18,000 are caring for more than 50 hours a week5 

Those caring for 50 hours a week or more are twice as likely to be in poor 

health as those not caring (21% against 11%).  This can be due to a range 

of factors including stress related illness and physical injury P
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7b. Impact of the proposals on staff with protected characteristics 
 

Protected 

characteristic 
POTENTIAL POSITIVE 

IMPACTS  

POTENTIAL NEGATIVE 
IMPACTS 

EVIDENCE 

Age 

1. Opportunity to work in a 
setting built to best 
practice  

2. New opportunities, roles 
and responsibilities. Staff 
will have the opportunity 
to deliver a range of care 
and support services 
giving them more job 
enrichment (Expansion 
of extra care services) 

3. Staff will develop a wider 
range of skills and 
experience  

4. A joined up specification 
between health and 
social care will have 
positive benefits on care 
staff in accessing help 
and support for residents 

5. Staff will have access to 
training provided by the 
local health and social 
care system.  

 

1. There may be some level 
of uncertainty for staff 
during any change 
process 

• Feedback from Providers as part of previous extra care 
tender process 
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Disability As Above As above  

The disability workforce profile in Adult Social Care is 

3.34% (3.5% in Senior Management roles) compared to 

2.7% in the larger Surrey County Council.   

Gender 

reassignment 

As above As above 
- 

Pregnancy and 

maternity 

As above 2. Women away on maternity 
leave may return to work 
untrained and unprepared 
for the new way of working  

The Black and Minority Ethnic (BME) profile of the Adult 

Social Care workforce (12.7%) is higher than the Surrey 

County Council workforce (7.6%) and the Surrey 

population (approx 8%).  However, there is a significant 

drop from front line staff (13.75%) compared with Senior 

Management (5.3%). 

Race As above As above - 

Religion and belief 

As above As above Approximately 50% of staff in Adult Social Care did not 

state their religion and belief – similar to Surrey County 

Council.  In Adult Social Care 30.3% of staff said they 

were Christian, 20% have no religion or belief - all similar 

to Surrey County Council 

Sex 

As above As above 
There are a higher proportion of female workers in Adult 

Social Care (84.1%) than in Surrey County Council 

(73.5%) and both are higher than the count of females in 

the Surrey population (51%). 

43.6% of the Adult Social Care workforce are women 

working part-time 85.9% of frontline staff are female, 

compared to 68.4% at Senior Management level. In the 

larger Surrey County Council, this is 81.1% and 50.1% 

respectively. 

 

Sexual orientation 
As above As above 54% of staff in ASC of staff undeclared compared to 

53.1% in SCC 
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Marriage and civil 

partnerships 
As Above As Above -  

Carers 

(protected by 

association) 

As Above As Above -  
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8. Amendments to the proposals  
 

Change Reason for change 

Widescale consultation with residents 

regarding any change to service. 

To minimise and mitigate the impact of any 

change on them. 

Establish and validate site criteria with 

Growth team  

To ensure that future provision is done so in 
an area that needs it and that is suitable to 
provide good quality care and support. 

 

9. Action plan  
 

Potential impact (positive 

or negative) 

Action needed to maximise 

positive impact or mitigate 

negative impact  

By when  Owner 

Potential positive Impact on residents, service users and carers 

1. Resident will have 
increased choice with 
more accommodation 
options available to 
meet their care needs. 

 

• Work to ensure residents, 
service users and carers are 
fully informed of their 
accommodation options. 

• Continue developing our own 
and stimulating the market to 
provide appropriate 
accommodation options within 
the county that accurately 
reflect need. 

  

2. Flexible care that can 
adapt to individual 
needs, enabling them 
to remain in extra care 
housing as they age 
and their care needs 
change. 

• Work to ensure residents, 
service users and carers are 
fully informed of their 
accommodation options. 

• Continue developing our own 
and stimulate the market to 
provide appropriate 
accommodation options within 
the county that accurately 
reflect need. 

  

3. Accommodation that 
offers longevity with 
purpose built buildings 
that are fit for the 
future. 

• Continue developing our own 
and stimulate the market to 
provide appropriate 
accommodation options within 
the county that accurately 
reflect need 

  

4. Evidence suggests 
residents in extra care 
type accommodation 

• Work to ensure residents, 
service users and carers are 
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have better 
experiences and 
outcomes than in 
residential care 
settings. 

fully informed of their 
accommodation options. 

• Continue developing our own 
and stimulate the market to 
provide appropriate 
accommodation options within 
the county that accurately 
reflect need. 

 

5. Individual with more 
complex needs will be 
able to access more 
bespoke support 
locally. 

• Work to ensure residents, 
service users and carers are 
fully informed of their 
accommodation options. 

• Continue developing our own 
and stimulate the market to 
provide appropriate 
accommodation options within 
the county that accurately 
reflect need. 

 

  

6. Individuals will be able 
to live with appropriate 
care and support near 
their families and 
friends, continuing as 
part of their 
community in Surrey. 
Thus avoiding the risk 
of social isolation 

• Work to ensure residents, 
service users and carers are 
fully informed of their 
accommodation options. 

• Continue developing our own 
and stimulate the market to 
provide appropriate 
accommodation options within 
the county that accurately 
reflect need. 

  

7. Individuals will receive 
high quality care and 
support, in an 
integrated way 
between health and 
social care. 

• Continue to work as part of the 
Local Joint Commissioning 
Group to establish local 
integrated community-based 
health and social care services 

  

8. People with learning 
disabilities who are 
currently in residential 
care, but for whom  
Supported Living is 
considered a viable 
option during their 
reassessment 
process, will have the 
opportunity to live 
more independently, 
with support from 
family, friends and 
their community 
network  

• Locality teams to re-assess 
individuals to confirm if 
supported living would be a 
viable option 
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9. Accommodation with 
care and support 
options strive towards 
increased 
independence in 
which people will be 
empowered to shape 
their own lives. This 
approach will enable 
people who wish to do 
so, to access support 
from their friends, 
family and community 
which reflect their 
culture, race, lifestyle 
and personal choices. 

• Continue to ensure that when 
accommodation is developed, 
commissioned, negotiation and 
nominated it is focused on the 
outcomes for the individual and 
that the inclusion of family, 
friends and local community 
support services in a support 
plan meets the needs of the 
individual 

  

10. Potential Negative Impact on residents, service users and carers 

11. Individuals and their 
families may 
experience 
uncertainty and 
anxiety with potential 
changes to the current 
service they receive 

 

• Culture change will be 
embedded into SCC and the 
consideration of different 
accommodation options will 
form part of practice change. 

• Ensure clear 
communication/marketing is in 
place in which people fully 
understand their 
accommodation options. 

  

12. Consideration of 
resident’s natural 
communities will need 
to be recognised, 
especially as these 
can cross over 
political/health 
boundaries. 

 

• Continuing to take a person 
centred approach. 

  

13. People may feel 
isolated living 
independently in extra 
care housing  

 

• Explore ways to stimulate 
community support networks 
for people living in extra care 
housing in Surrey 

  

14. It will be more difficult 
for people with some 
particular disabilities 
to access community 
networks and 
appropriate supported 
living as their 

• Explore ways to stimulate 
community support networks 
for people living in supported 
living housing in Surrey 
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disabilities are less 
well understood and 
are more challenging 
to support.  

 

15. Individuals and their 
families may 
experience 
uncertainty and 
anxiety with strategic 
shift. 

• Culture change will be 
embedded into SCC and the 
consideration of different 
accommodation options will 
form part of practice change. 

• Ensure clear 
communication/marketing is in 
place in which people fully 
understand their 
accommodation options. 

  

16. There is limited 
specialist community 
provision for gender 
reassignment.   

• Explore ways to stimulate 
community support networks 
for Surrey’s gender 
reassignment community, 
which will also provide 
opportunities for inclusion of a 
protected communities 

 

  

17. Planned or actual 
changes in service 
provision for people 
who use services, 
who are pregnant or 
have a young child, 
may cause anxiety 

• Practitioners will continue to 
take all aspects of an 
individual’s social care needs 
into account when support 
planning and considering 
accommodation actions 

  

18. There are relatively 
small concentrations 
of people of particular 
races in Surrey.  This 
makes it more difficult 
to reach the critical 
mass needed to 
provide a range of 
community support 
networks. 

• Continue review of areas for 
targeted effort and 
development, considering 
protected characteristic groups 
within that.  This will also 
provide opportunities for 
inclusion of a protected 
community. 

  

19. Carers may feel care 
they’re providing is no 
longer needed 

• Ensure clear 
communication/marketing is in 
place in which people fully 
understand their 
accommodation options. 
Highlighting key links and 
collaboration with established 
community network 
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10. Potential negative impacts that cannot be 
mitigated  
 

Potential negative impact 
Protected characteristic(s) that could 

be affected 

People may experience some disruption during any 

redevelopment and building work to expand the provision 

of extra care services  

 

The shift towards community based provision may mean a 

decline in residential provision and consequently less 

choice for those individuals who want and need to be in a 

residential 

 

 

11. Summary of key impacts and actions 
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Information and 

engagement 

underpinning equalities 

analysis 

 

 

 

Key impacts (positive 

and/or negative) on 

people with protected 

characteristics  

 

• Flexible care and support services that are self-
sustaining and value for money 

• Improved experience and outcomes for the individual 

• Individuals will be able to live with specialist care and 
support near their families and networks in Surrey. 

 

 

 

Changes you have 

made to the proposal 

as a result of the EIA  

 

• Widescale consultation with residents regarding any 
change to service. 

• Establish and validate site criteria with Growth team 

Key mitigating actions 

planned to address any 

outstanding negative 

impacts 

 

 

Potential negative 

impacts that cannot be 

mitigated 

 

• None identified at this stage 
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ANNEX 6

SURREY COUNTY COUNCIL

CABINET

DATE: 21 JULY 2020

SELECT 
COMMITTEE:

SUBJECT:

ADULTS & HEALTH SELECT COMMITTEE

SCRUTINY OF THE DECISION ON THE CHANGE OF ROUTE TO 
MARKET FOR TWO EXTRA CARE HOUSING SITES

Note: This paper should be read in conjunction with the Decision on the Change of Route to 
Market for Two Extra Care Housing Sites reports (Items 9 & 16, Cabinet, 21 July 2020).

INTRODUCTION:

1. On 14 July 2020, Members of the Adults & Health Select Committee scrutinised the 
Decision on the Change of Route to Market for Two Extra Care Housing Sites, which 
is subject to a Cabinet decision on 21 July 2020. This scrutiny formed part of an 
update report on the wider Accommodation with Care and Support transformation 
programme, and the Select Committee heard evidence from the following Cabinet 
Members and officers:

 Sinead Mooney – Cabinet Member for Adults and Health
 Mel Few – Cabinet Member for Resources
 Jon Lillistone – Assistant Director for Commissioning, Adult Social Care
 Steve Hook – Assistant Director for Learning Disability and Autism
 Peter Walsh – Property Account Manager for Adult Social Care

2. As outlined in the Decision on the Change of Route to Market for Two Extra Care 
Housing Sites report to Cabinet, the two sites owned by the Council and agreed to be 
used for Extra Care Housing developments are as follows:

 Former Brockhurst Care Home, Brox Road, Ottershaw, Runnymede
 Former Pinehurst Resource Centre, Camberley, Surrey Heath

3. A Cabinet paper in October 2019 recommended that the delivery model for these two 
sites was through a Joint Venture. Due to a delay in delivery and a pressing need for 
Extra Care Housing accommodation, an alternative delivery now needs to be agreed.

KEY AREAS OF DISCUSSION:

4. The Select Committee expressed concern at the lack of progress that had been 
made in the building of Extra Care Housing to date. Members heard that the Cabinet 
Member for Adults & Health and officers shared their frustrations with the slow 
progress made, but they expressed confidence that they were now moving at pace 
and that the change of route to market for two Extra Care Housing sites would only 
help accelerate this further.
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5. Members raised concerns about the length of contracts and were informed that the 
approach to these would be done in a way that was flexible and allowed the Council 
to be responsive over time to changes in the model of care. Further to this, Members 
heard that Council-owned land would be leased to a development and housing 
management strategic partner(s) for 125 years on peppercorn rent, and that the 
developer would be responsible for maintenance of the grounds and every day 
running costs, with a separate contract for a separate care provider.

6. Another area of concern raised by the Select Committee related to the reasoning 
behind the Council deciding not to apply to be a registered social landlord. Several 
Members questioned whether this approach was the correct one and were informed 
that Cabinet had considered this in October 2019 but had decided that the better 
option was the build and operate model, allowing the Council to work closely with 
established registered providers of Extra Care Housing. The Select Committee also 
heard that the flexibility of the contracts being offered would allow for a change in 
approach in the future if required, keeping open the possibility of the Council applying 
to become a registered social landlord if circumstances changed.

7. The Select Committee discussed the possible use of capital investment and the 
associated financial figures, as outlined in recommendations 2 and 3 in the Part 2 
Cabinet report. Members heard that the aim was to avoid or limit as far as possible 
any capital investment by the Council, but that this could be necessary if the winning 
bidder in the tender required it as part of their proposal. However, the Select 
Committee received assurance that the savings would significantly outweigh the 
costs of capital investment, even if the full costs were required.

8. Regarding potential risks, the Select Committee raised the possibility that the Council 
could be unable to identify Adult Social Care (ASC) funded residents for all of the 
units. In response, the Cabinet Member for Adults & Health explained that ASC 
would seek to identify individuals suitable for Extra Care Housing a year in advance 
of the units’ completion, and that the Council would ensure it worked closely with 
district and borough council colleagues to ensure any vacancies are filled as quickly 
as possible. Members welcomed this approach and asked that it remained a priority.

9. It was explained to the Select Committee that the recommended approach (to tender 
for a development and housing management strategic partner(s) for Extra Care 
Housing schemes on Council-owned land on a design, build, finance and operate 
basis with up to a 125-year lease) had several strengths. Namely, these related to 
there being less financial risk to the Council because there would be little to no 
capital requirement, the ability to procure a development and housing management 
strategic partner(s) who had a track record of delivering Extra Care Housing, and 
registered providers of Extra Care Housing being able to access Homes England 
grant funding.

10. The Select Committee also heard about the tender exercise which will be completed 
during summer 2020 in order to identify a development and housing management 
strategic partner(s) of Extra Care Housing at the former Pond Meadow School site. 
Officers explained that market engagement had been conducted for the former Pond 
Meadow School site and that positive feedback had been received, despite the 
challenges raised by the Covid-19 pandemic.
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CONCLUSIONS:

11. The Select Committee welcomes the change of route to market for two Extra Care 
Housing sites, notwithstanding the concerns mentioned above, inasmuch as it 
represents a much-needed change in the pace of delivery.

12. Members do not feel they have been provided with the level of information required 
to fully understand the rationale behind the change in approach and the associated 
financial figures. Furthermore, the Select Committee is disappointed that it was not 
able to spend more time reviewing the relevant documents. Moving forwards, the 
Select Committee asks that scrutiny is involved at an earlier stage in the decision-
making process.

Bernie Muir
Chairman of the Adults & Health Select Committee

Cabinet Response 

We welcome the feedback from the Select Committee in this report and the recognition of 
the improved pace of delivery for increasing affordable Extra Care Housing capacity in 
Surrey.

We are pleased the Select Committee endorses the change of route to market for the two 
Extra Care Housing schemes recommended in the July 2020 Cabinet report and that the 
committee also notes that the recommendation will help accelerate the pace of delivery for 
affordable Extra Care Housing in Surrey

The Select Committee’s support for Adult Social Care’s Accommodation with Care and 
Support Strategy reinforces the council’s ongoing strategic commitment to delivering 
improved outcomes for Surrey’s residents through the delivery of specialist accommodation.

Reply from Ms Sinead Mooney
Cabinet Member for Adults and Health
21 July 2020
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Form to call in a decision – please complete all fields marked *

If you require any assistance, please contact Democratic Services on 
020 8541 9122. 

Your Details

First Name * 

Surname *

Decision-making body * 
 Cabinet  Runnymede
 Elmbridge  Spelthorne
 Epsom & Ewell  Surrey Heath
 Guildford  Tandridge
 Mole Valley  Waverley
 Reigate  Woking

Decision taken *

 

Nick

Darby

Decision on the Change of Route to Market For Two Extra Care 
Housing Sites 
RESOLVED:
 
1.    That the recommended approach (Option 1) for the delivery of Extra 
Care Housing at the former Brockhurst Care Home and former Pinehurst 
Resource Centre sites be approved. The approach recommended is to 
tender for a development and housing management strategic partner(s) for 
Extra Care Housing schemes on Council owned land on a design, build, 
finance and operate (DBFO) basis with up to a 125 year lease.
 
2.    That grants approval to procure in order to enable a full tender 
process to identify an Extra Care Housing development and housing 
management strategic partner(s) for the former Brockhurst Care Home and 
former Pinehurst Resource Centre sites set out in this paper be approved.
 
3.    Work to review the feasibility of further sites owned by the Council for 
the development of Extra Care Housing be approved.
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Date decision taken * 

Reason(s) for calling in the decision 

Desired outcome

Identified evidence

Desired Witnesses

Member calling in decision
1. Member * 

Date of call-in

2. Member

3. Member

21. 07. 2020.

The papers presented to Cabinet do not clearly show or analyse the 
alternatives, or indicate the assumptions on which the figures were 
based, or itemise the figures, or provide a clear concise explanation of 
why it isn’t desirable to register as social landlords, and/or why SCC can’t 
make use of the £85k per unit subsidy which appears to be available.

To re- examine the viability of the plans as well as alternative funding 
options available. 

Minutes and papers presented to the Cabinet

Mel Few
Sinead Mooney
Leigh Whitehouse
Patricia Barry

Nick Darby

7. 27. 2020.

Fiona White

Angela Goodwin
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Committee responsible for examining this decision

Adults and Health Select Committee

Call-in by Select Committee
Select Committees have the power to call in decisions made, but not yet 
implemented, by the Cabinet and/or local committees if they feel that the 
decision is inappropriate. Implementation will be delayed while the Select 
Committee meets.

A decision can be ‘called in’ for scrutiny by the Chairman or Vice-Chairman of 
the relevant Committee or by any three or more Committee members from 
more than one political party. A decision must be ‘called in’ within five days of 
publication of the decision by the Cabinet and/or local committees (decisions 
must be published within three working days of the Cabinet and/ore local 
committee meeting). The Chairman of the Select Committee must then call a 
meeting of the Committee within another ten working days.

The Select Committee can interview the Cabinet Member and/or Council 
officers and make recommendations to the decision-maker suggesting 
improvements to the decision.

Issues to consider when deciding whether to call in a decision:
 Has the Cabinet adequately taken account of the appropriate Select 

Committee’s views?
 Can the query be satisfied without a call-in?
 Is call-in constitutionally possible (e.g. Is the issue a Cabinet decision)?
 Can you build the case for a call-in? You will need to work with the 

Scrutiny Officer for the Committee to identify evidence and plan an 
approach.

Call-in of Local Committee decisions by Cabinet
The Cabinet can call in decisions made by a local committee that have a 
significant policy or budgetary implication. The Leader, Deputy Leader or any 
three or more members of the Cabinet may call in a decision within five days 
of its publication by the local committee. The call-in will be discussed at the 
next appropriate meeting of the Cabinet (in discussion with the local 
committee chairman) with no action being taken on the decision in the 
meantime. The local committee chairman may attend the Cabinet meeting 
and speak on the item. The Cabinet may choose to accept, reject or amend 
the decision of the local committee.
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